In line with the National Treasury Instruction on enhancing the compliance monitoring and improving transparency and accountability in Supply Chain Management (Instruction Note 32 dated 31 May 2011), the names of bidders that submitted bids in relation to an advertised competitive bid above the threshold value of R 500 000 (all applicable taxes included) must be published on a Department’s website for public viewing for at least thirty (30) days. Herewith the bidders who tendered for:

**Bid No.:** SD08/ 2020-2021:

**Description:** Appointment of a service provider for the supply and delivery of sanitary pads under the auspices of the sanitary dignity project of the department of Social Development SD08/ 2020-2021

- BRAND UNIVERSE (PTY) LTD
- DIKHONTO INVESTEMENTS (PTY) LTD
- FIRESTORM PROMOTIONS (PTY) LTD
- MUHAN ENERGY (PTY) LTD
- REYKA PROJECTS (PTY) LTD OFFER 1
- MUHLABE MULTI TRADE DISTRIBUTION
- NKWALI OPEATRATIONS
- WONGALETHU ENTERPRISE
- PLENIF MED (PTY) LTD
- CRYSTAL PIER (PTY) LTD
- BLUE SCOTT TRADING CC
- OTTERY INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES (PTY) LTD
- QONDANI MANXELE HOLDINGS
- MEMOTEK TRADING CC
- JDA SOURCING AND CONSULTING (PTY) LTD
- ACQUILLA MANNAGEMENT GROUP (PTY) LTD
- MOBILITY SERVICES
- DIANE GOUNDEN
BID No. SD08 / 2020-2021:

SUPPLY AND DELIVERY OF SANITARY PADS AS STIPULATED IN THE INSTRUCTION NOTE 32 DATED 31 MAY 2011

NEWPORT WATER SOLUTIONS (PTY) LTD
MATIMANA TRADING AND PROJECTS (PTY) LTD
AC DISPOSABLES AND CLEANING PRODUCTS
HLUKA FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
THIKHA CONSTRUCTION
NGARAGA PROPERTIES (PTY) LTD LTA T/A
OLIVINE POUND
LUGI DESIGN CC
EMAGOTECH DEV (PTY) LTD
BARNWELL HOLDINGS
ECO BRANDS AND INDUSTRIES
DPMI CONSTRUCTION
AVNG INVESTMENT COMPANY
KHATYWA ENTERPRISES (PTY) LTD
JS LUCAS CONSTRUCTION
Z4 RI SUPPLIES (PTY) LTD
REYKA PROJECTS (PTY) LTD OFFER 2
GOMOTSO HOLDINGS CLEANING AND RECRUITMENT AGENCY
ZIBELE CLEANING SERVICES AND PROJECTS
RUDY LONG
PLATINUM SUPPLIERS
STELMED CC
PARIWARE (PTY) LTD
VCM TRADING AND ALL ASPECTS
ISRAEL MUGWELI